AR Products Awards Four $5000 Engineering Scholarships in 2022
Awards will support Canton OH area students in their engineering education.
AR Products of Lexington, Massachusetts has selected two Canton area graduates as recipients of the 2022 Albert
S Richardson Engineering Scholarship. Grayden Clark and Matthew Bellamy, both recent graduates of East Canton
High School will receive a $5000 annual scholarship to support their college education. Also receiving 2022
renewing $5000 scholarships are the 2020 and 2021 awardees.
Matthew Bellamy will study Chemical Engineering at The John Carroll University. In his essay, Matthew Bellamy
described learning about acids and bases when he was young and being fascinated with the baking soda/vinegar
volcano, a lesson he would rely on years later to neutralize a dangerous exposure to leaking battery acid. A
“dedicated and conscientious scholar, a talented writer and community volunteer” is how Matthew’s faculty
advisor described this well-rounded student who is also support for his family.
Grayden Clark will study Mechanical Engineering at Ohio State. In his essay, Grayden described how from a very
young age he was fascinated by how things work. “When I was in 3rd grade, my dad bought me an electric lipo
truck... Ramming that truck into trees only to break it and fix it again launched my interest in Robotics.” His
faculty advisor described Grayden’s passion for STEM and how his invention won top honors at the Stark County
Shark Tank.
By maintaining a 3.25 GPA in engineering, their Engineering Scholarships can be renewed for 3 additional years.
In addition to these new awardees, John Grunder, a Kent State Junior and Jack Darnell a University of Akron
Sophomore have each received renewing $5000 Scholarships for this current academic year.
The intent of these scholarships is to continue how AL Richardson, the former Canton OH native, chose to live his
life -- enlightening others through learning, one person at a time so that future engineers will make a positive
impact in the world.
About the Scholarship.
The Albert S Richardson Engineer Scholarship is a one-year, renewable $5000 annual award to one Canton area
graduating senior who enrolls in an accredited undergraduate engineering program. The Scholarship is sponsored
by AR Products, a company founded by Canton native Albert S Richardson, Jr. Information about the scholarship
can be found in the About Us section of the company website at arproducts.org/About Us.
About AR Products, LLC.
AR Products, LLC is a technology, small business in Lexington, MA specializing in engineered, galloping control
solutions for high-voltage transmission and distribution lines and the transmission systems connecting wind farms
to the power grid. By analyzing sections of at-risk electric transmission systems and recommending the
appropriate product and application for the environment, AR Products supports the needs of project engineers
and consulting engineers developing viable solutions to a galloping problem. Grounded in fundamental, scientific
and engineering principles, AR Products technology provides cost-effective, galloping control that is Intent on
asset protect

